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One of Hino Motors’ strengths is its Total Support approach to providing
tailored attentive after-sales service. Total Support ensures that the
trucks and buses the Company delivers in Japan and around the
world can continue to get the job done for customers.
The thorough after-sales service that Hino Motors has
provided in markets around the world for more
than 50 years has had a major impact on the
spirit of Total Support.
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The relationship between SDGs and these initiatives

1982
Field Mechanic System: Supporting
Customers’ Businesses Worldwide

Sao Tome, West Africa

without any thought being given beyond the point of
sale. It was against this backdrop that, in 1963, Hino
Motors launched its Field Mechanic (FM) system as part

In the 1960s, when Hino Motors started earnest efforts

of an effort to enhance after-sales service, with the aim

to expand overseas exports, it was European-made

of expanding overseas sales.

commercial vehicles such as trucks and buses that were
dominant in overseas markets, with an enviable global
reputation for durability and reliability. Although Hino
Motors had already made a name for itself in Japan

Fulfilling a Mission to Keep Customers’
Operations on the Move

as a producer of diesel vehicles and trucks, in overseas

Field mechanics were dispatched from Japan and

markets the name Hino had little recognition, and the

embedded in overseas locations to help further

after-sales service structure was still not in place.

disseminate services and technologies, based on a desire

Despite these challenges, it was imperative for

to ensure that customers continue to use and choose Hino

Hino Motors to achieve success overseas if it hoped to

Motors’ vehicles. The FM system was open for employees

achieve further growth and development as a company.

to apply for and featured a strong human resources

The strategy that was adopted was to strengthen

development focus, with selected participants undergoing

after-sales service in overseas markets and enhance

training to acquire the requisite language and technical

support structures for customers who had chosen a

maintenance skills before being dispatched overseas.

Hino product. The prevailing style of business in the

Given the vast range of climates and road

commercial sector at the time was simply to sell vehicles,

conditions in countries overseas, it was no simple task
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to engage in vehicle management and maintenance
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traveling to a location for the very first time, the

that was appropriate for the environmental conditions

reason I am welcomed and accepted by local people

in each country. The locations that field mechanics were

in the workplace is thanks to the efforts of my FM

sent to were sometimes challengingly remote or barren,

predecessors in countries around the world.” The total

and sometimes work was in a conflict zone fraught with

number of FSEs developed by Hino Motors now stands

danger. Communication issues were also a daily fact
of life. Toshiya Shiozawa (currently Aftersales Service
Department General Manager) looks back on the time he
spent as an FM in the 1980s, describing it in these terms,
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FSE Imaoka with a skills contest participant, competing with others
over service knowledge and skills (Canada).

era. These practitioners of Total Support have worked to
raise the value of Hino Motors by providing services that
respond to the various needs and requests of customers
The late Masashi Arakawa, who served as Chairman

around the world.

skills and determination to work alone in remote

Hino Motors will continue to aim for further

of the Board for Hino Motors from 1983 to 1985, once

development and growth in all markets. In so doing it

said, “FMs are the unknown soldiers of Hino. Without FMs

was devised as the successor to the FM system, has helped

must always be remembered that, wherever they are in

there would be no global Hino presence.” Team Hino today

locations, and your ability to assimilate as a person was
to improve service quality. Not only that, it has also been

the world, Hino trucks and buses are engaged in work

is dedicated to supporting customers around the world,

Africa, where we spent two nights and three days driving

used to address advances in vehicle technologies and the

for each and every customer, each with their own needs

carrying forward the practically focused spirit of FM and FSE

a tractor/trailer across the desert in order to deliver it to a

increasingly complex vehicle systems of recent years.

and expectations.

and further deepening the bonds that they have built with

“My first posting at the age of 23 was to West

well-boring corporation. It was a long and tiring journey,

customers, which constitute the origins of Total Support.

While the FM system relied on people applying to

but we were welcomed by the smiling faces of the people

become FMs after joining the company, the FSE program

of the village when we arrived. I subsequently spent

is focused purely on the development of specialist

time in many other countries. Wherever I went, when

personnel, with the expectation that everyone on the

a mechanic needed to be called, the customer would

program will be dispatched overseas. The capabilities

naturally be initially angry. In such situations the only thing

required of FSEs are incredibly diverse, including not just

to do is do your job thoroughly and build trust. In our

vehicle maintenance skills and the ability to acquire new

training, we had been told that you could not simply say

languages, but also interpersonal skills, knowledge of

‘no’ to the customer or the local dealership—you had to

VOICE
Always Respecting
Diversity

Enjoying the Opportunity
to Work on the Frontlines
Overseas at a Young Age

Hino vehicles, and knowledge and skills relating to on-

Toshiya Shiozawa

Yuki Imaoka

visit the site and work to resolve the customer’s problem,

board electronic systems. Participants in the program are

Senior General Manager

basing your response on the actual situation. I took this

dispatched overseas after a multi-year period of education

FM training to heart and, although there were highs and

and training.

lows on the job, it turned out to be very fulfilling.”
By 1996 the FM system outside Japan was in its

When out in the field, the FSEs are expected not just
to repair vehicles, but also to play a consulting role on

31st year. Their efforts to ensure a 100% operating rate

various themes closely related to customers’ businesses,

for customers’ vehicles by providing thorough after-

including providing ideas for customization and cost

sales services made a huge impact by boosting the value

reductions. The role of the FSE has changed from the

and trust users had for Hino Motors overseas. It also

FM era as customer needs have diversified. That said,

formed the basis for the current Total Support, which

the basic mission remains unchanged from the FM era,

is a key concept for Hino Motors. That same spirit was

namely providing services that customers experience

also passed down to the Field Service Engineer (FSE)

as Total Support. This means that FSEs must ensure

program, which replaced the original FM system.

that customers’ businesses are kept on the move by
implementing optimized, high-quality services for each

Responding to Overseas Market Expansion
and Advances in Maintenance Technologies
Since 2007, the year overseas vehicle sales first exceeded

and every vehicle, so that the products provided by Hino
Motors continue to contribute to the flow of goods and
people around the world.
Yuki Imaoka, one of the first class of FSEs, puts it this

domestic sales, Hino Motors has continued to work to

way, “Wherever I travel around the world I can feel the

expand its business overseas. Today’s FSE program, which

legacy of my FM predecessors.” “Even if I am
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Strategy & Planning Group, General
Management Department, Aftersales
Service Department

My aim was to do a good job overseas through vehicle

During my student days when I was learning about

maintenance and so, after joining Hino Motors, I took the

manufacturing at the Hino Technical Skills Academy—the

exam to join the 18th class of FMs. Although I worked in

training institute operated by Hino Motors—I was interested

many places that were truly demanding, both physically

in applying for the FSE program, an integral part of which is

and mentally, I was fully motivated to do my work based

overseas posting. So I joined the company as part of the first

on the clear goal of “creating a foundation for the after-

class to take part in the FSE program. When working overseas,

sales service of Hino Motors.” Although I am no longer

you experience situations that would be unthinkable in Japan,

working hands-on in workplaces overseas, I firmly feel

like traveling by plane to visit the site where repairs need to

that my experiences and the respect for diversity I learned

be implemented. The job is very rewarding, though, when

in countries around the world are now helping me in my

you see the satisfaction on the faces of customers. I think it

role as manager of the After-Sales Service Department. I

was thanks to my being posted overseas at a young age and

hope that everyone in the FSE program, which succeeded

being embedded in the local environment that enabled me to

the FM system, will work to expand the original goals and

develop an open way of thinking that is accepting of diversity.

further enhance Total Support so that the Hino brand goes

I now alternate between spending several years in Japan and

from strength to strength around the world.

several years overseas, and during the times I am in Japan I feel
that one of my important tasks is to convey my experiences to
younger members of staff.
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in the several hundreds, including people from the FM
Delivery of Tractor/
Trailer Vehicle to a WellBoring Corporation
(West Africa)

“It was hard work. You needed to have maintenance

also critical.”
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